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A DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR RADIATION HARDENING
CERTAIN NOR GATE LOGIC CIRCUITS

ABSTRACT
A design precedure is developed which increases the radiation tolerance of

switching and computing circuits constructed of an RTL Nor gate.

Logic diagrams

are hardened by the use of a modified Nor gate which is constructed of these RTL
gates.

A uniqcie concept is introduced and called "minimum fanout" and restrictions

are impo s ed by the de sign procedure on the minimum fanout of the modified Nor gate.
The constraints on the hardening procedure imposed by conventional fanin and fanout
restrictions result in a set of equations which can be viewed as an integer linear programming problem.

"

The limitations on the existence of a solution to this program-

ming problem are also the limitations on the existence of this type of permanent
damage, radiation hardened logic diagram.

by H. E. Maurer
March 1966
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INTRODUCTION

If Nor gate logic circuits must withstand a radiation enviroment which pro-

duces permanent damage in the logic elements, then it could become necessary
to increase the radiation tolerance of these logic circuits.

Nor gates are sufficient

to generate any Boolean function of n variables and their exclusive use can mean that
sufficient statistical experience can be accumulated to carryout reliability studies
even though only a few computing machines are ever built.
A feasible hardening procedure, explored here, is to substitue the modified
( redundant ) Nor gate of Fig. 3 for the original Nor gate of Fig. 1. In the range of
interest the magnitude of the collector resistor is negligibly affected by the nuclear
flux and so the conventional rated fanout of gates in the hardened diagram is identical to that of the original gate. The fanin is limited to one input per active device
in the original gate and to one input per input terminal in the modified Nor gate.
The radiation tolerance of the gate increases with inareased fanout (Fig. 13).
Therefore, the specification on nuclear flux places a lower bound on the allowable
fanout. This lower bound shall be referred to as "minimum fanout. "
A violation of fanin and fanout restrictions might result from direct substitution of the m©dified Nor gate in the original logic diagram and so a hardened diagram
might prove impossible to construct. The existence of this type of permanent damage radiation hardened logic diagram is considered. As can be seen from Fig. 13,
if the logical one voltage level of the original Nor gate is retained for the redundant
Nor gate but the magnitude of the logical zero voltage is raised, then the radiation
tolerance of a logic diagram constructed of the modified gate can be further improved.
This possibility is also explored.
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A NOR GATE AND ITS FAILURE MECHANISM

The modified gate will have the same. conventional rated fanout as the original
Nor gate since this parameter is determined for both gates by the magnitude of the
collector resistor.

In the range of interest this magnitude is unaffected by the radia-

tion environment, and so the upper bound on the fanout of each modified gate in the
hardened diagram is unchanged from that of the original gates.

However, the nuclear

environment specification places a lower bound on the allowable fanout.

Therefore,

the fanout of a modified Nor gate in the hardened diagram must remain in the range
defined by the conventional rated fanout of the original Nor gate, Fm, and the minimum
fanout, MFO, i. e. ,
MFO

~

fanout < FM
d

The radiation induced permant damage failure mechansim for the Nor gate of Fig. 1
was experimentally determined to be an increase in the minimum fanout with increased
nuclear particle flux.

This effect is sketched in Fig. 12 which is a logical extension

of Fig. 13. A measure of the minimum fanout is the minimum number of Nor gates
which can be switched from On (low collector voltage) to Off (high collector voltage)
by a Nor gate which is switched from OFF to ON,
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RADIATION HARDENING PROCEDURE
If a logic diagram constucted of Nor gates with allowable fanout F, and fanin

I, does not satisfy its radiation specification, then it has been experimentally verified (l) ~ that the threshold of permanent damage can be extended by substituting
for each original Nor gate a redundant Nor gate and,if necessary, by redefining the
logical zero voltage.

This method is especially attractive for use with integrated

circuits as the increase in the number of components does not result in a prohibitive
increase in physical size, weight, or complexity of interconnections.

The procedure

is as follows:
1.
Given a logic diagram to be hardened, refer to a plot of the Nor gate failure
mechanism as illustrated by Figure 4 and choose an ;input redundancy factor M0
where M < F / I and the minimum fanout, MFO, is less than F.
0

If MFO must be

greater than F if the required level of radiation resistance is to be reached then
try M :'.':. F/I and proceed. Generate a new diagram by the substituting for each
0
logic element a Nor gate with a redundancy factor M (Figure 3) .
0

2.

If fanin restrictions are exceeded, then modify the diagram by repeated ap-

plication of the logical identity of Figure 5.
3.

If fanout restrictions are violated, then provide enough copies of each logic

element to satisfy the requirements.
4.
i. e. , F

Add enough dummy logic elements to provide the required minimum fanout,
~

actual fanout

z MFO.

The following examples serve to illustrate the hardening procedure.
·Example 1.

Radiation harden the logic diagram of Figure 6 where F = 3 and I= 2.

Solution:

F I I = 3 I 2 = 1 so try M = 1 and examine Figure 4 for the possibility of

a solution. If such a possibility is seen to exist, then proceed with M0 = 1. The
basic diagram violates fanout and fanin restriction, so use steps 2, 3, and 4 of the
hardening procedure. The results are illustrated in Figure 7, 8, and 9. If the final
radiation hardened logic diagram of Figure 9 does not meet radiation specifications
then try M = 2 and repeat the hardening procedure. If such a logic diagram is found
to exist, then the threshold of permanent damage can be further extended.
Example 2.

Radiation harden the logic diagram of Figure 10 where F=2, I= 1, and

the radiation specification clearly requires the M 0 ;?: 2.
Solution:
"~Note:

It can be seen that the problem has no solution.

Numeral superscripts refer to similarly numbered references in the
Bibliography.
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EXISTENCE OF HARDENED LOGIC DIAGRAMS
Does a logic diagram exist, which realizes a given Boolean function at a desired level of particle flux and which is generated with the Nor gates of the preceding
section. To establish the limitations on the existence of such a logic diagram, the
approach will be to:
a.

1.

demonstrate that a diagram exists which has an input redundancy
factor M, satisfies the fanin requirements, but violates the fanout
, requirements.

b.

prove that the diagram of (a) can be modified for the case of
M <F / I and

c.

demonstrate that the diagram of (b) can be modified, by the addition of dummy logic elements,to withstand a particle flux of
</> Mas defined by Figure 4.

Generate a logic diagram with Nor gates which realizes the given Boolean
function and for which no fanin is allowed to exceed I where I ~ 2.
Since the use of Nor gates only is sufficient to realize any given Boolean
function, generate such a logic diagram and if any fanin should exceed
I, r e duce it to I, where I~ 2 by reference to the logical identity of Figure 5.

Next replace each Nor gate by the redundant Nor gate of Fig-

ure 3. The resulting logic diagram satisfies fanin requirements but
may not satisfy fanout requirements.
2.

Prove that the logic diagram of step 1 can be modified to satisfy fanout
requirements if M < F / I.

Consider. arbitrary logic elements i and j

of the logic diagram of step 1 as illustrated in Figure 11. Let k .. be
lJ
the number of wires coupling the output of the ith element to the input
of the jth element.
Then
L:

kij

~

I for all j

(1)

i

but the fanout restrictions, 0

~

k .. M ::; F may not be satisfied, where
lJ
k .. , M, F, and I are positive integers. If the fanout restrictions are
lJ
not satisfied, provide X. copies of the ith logic element so that the
l

fanout restrictions as expressed by equation 2, are satisfied.
L: k .. MX.

lJ

< FX.

J-

j

8

l

(2)

It is also desir ed to minimize the total number of elements, N,
(3)

N = 2:X.
i 1

where all X. 's are positive integers .
1

Equations 2 and 3 are recognized as an integer linear programming
2

problem <

>. Goto <3 >established the e~istence of a solution to the

above problem for the case M

= 1.

If the equations are rewritten, then

advantage can be taken of his results.
2: K .. < I for all J.
lJ i

(4)

(5)

If

FI M is substituted for

F in the equations of Goto, then his results

can be used directly, i.e., a logic diagram will exist if F/ M > I but
if FI M ,:::;; I then a solution may or may not exist. The resulting logic
diagram satisfies the fanin and fanout requirements and has a redundancy factor of M. The minimum fanout requirement can next be met
by providing sufficient dummy logic elements.
Now consider the situation in which logic elements are allowed to have
different input redundancy factors, M..
J
2:K . . <I for all J.
lJ -

The defining equations are:
(6)

i

2:Kij Mj Xi ..$ FXi
j

(7)

If it is desired to minimize the tGtal number of elements N, then

equations 3, 6, and 7 are recognized as an integer linear programming
problem.

The establishment of the existence of a solution to this pro ;..

blem would be of interest.
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SUMMARY

A design procedure was presented which produces reliable switching and
computing circuits constructed of a particular Nor gate logic element with its in
dividual, radiation induced, permanent damage failure mechanism. The Nor gate
failure mechanism was experimentally determined to be a reduction in minimum
fanout with increased nuclear particle flux. The procedure is a flexible building
block approach which may allow a given diagram to be hardened with a minimum
expenditure of components and assures that adequate statistical information can be
accumulated for reliability analyses although the method fails at sufficiently high
levels of flux since the transistor current gains approach unity. The results should
be applicable to the hardening of other Nor gate logic circuits which are constructed
with silicon transistors.
The constraints on the hardening procedure imposed by fanin and fanout
restrictions result in a set of equations which can be viewed as an integer linear
programming problem. The limitations on the existence of a solution to this programing problem are also the limitations on the existence of this type c;>f permanent
damage, radiation hardened logic diagrams.
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Fig. 1

N input Nor gate

LOG (PARTICLE FLUX/CM 2 )

Fig. 2

Nor gate permanent damage failure mechanism.
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Fig. 3

N input Nor gate with an input redundancy of M.
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Fig. 4

Sketch of Modified Nor gate failure mechanism as a
function of input redundancy for a single input only.
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Fig. 5

A logical identity.
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· Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Basic logic diagram for Example 1.

Modified logic diagram satisfying fan-in requirements.
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Fig. 8 Modified logic diagram satisfying fan-in
and fan-out requirements.

Fig. 9 The final radiation hardened logic diagram.
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Fig. 10

Basic logic diagram for Exampl e 2.
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Arbitrary logic elements of hardened l ogic
diagram satisfying fan - in requirements.
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Permanent Damage Effect of Radiation on Nor Gate S Curve
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Response to a Radiation Environment
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